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Writing in Dante's Cult of Truth From Borges to Boccaccio. By Maria Rosa
Menocal. Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1991.223 pp.
$37.00 (cloth), $ 16.95 (paper).
One might wonder what could be said that is provocative and new about
Dante Alighieri, one of the most enduring subjects of scholarship, particularly-but not solely-among Italianists. The author of this volume
not only convinces us that there are no limits to the intelligent exploration, by ever new readers, of a mr,rch-perused text, she aiso provides us
with a scholarly, widely informed, and original reading of several major
authors. This reading that takes its point of departure from Dante's Vira
nuoua (New Life), reaches to T. S. Eliot and Ezra Por"rnd, and stops along
the way to inciude Petrarch, Boccaccio, Silvio Pellico, Borges, and an
impressive array of canonical works of criticism. In other words, Maria
Rosa Menocal's book accomplishes, to an eminent degree, what critical
studies ideally should: it awakens in the reader a desire to rediscover texts
that have become dulled by familiarity, bringing back the excitement
one experienced upon first meeting them, and it stimulates our curicrsity
for a variety of new texts. In addirion, Menocal invites us to re-examine,
with a critical eye, the rich tradition of Dantean scholarship. The qualities of this volr-rme-besides its choice of a persistently chailenging ropicare: the evidence of very extensive and perceptive readings; an ecumenical
critical consciousness that embraces literature and a lot besides it; and a
lively, engaging style. Only in the last two chapters, and then only occasionally, are there a few atypical rough spots in the writing, due to misprints or less than felicitous constructions.
The focus of Menocal's exploration is Dante's reflection on what
poetry or-rght to be, that is, "his recastings of literary history, and his beliefs in the needs and duties of poetry" (6), as well as the manner in
which his meditation nourished rhe theory and practice of a number of
other writers. Each chapter of the volume looks at a different episode in
this history of interpretation and manipulation of texts, and addresses
the theoretical issues raised by each eoisr:de. The prerr,ise to ihe entire
volume is established by a rereading of Dante's New Life, which, according to the thesis proposed by Menocal-in contrasr to readings inspired
by Singleton's classic works-is not about an all-powerful religious conversion, but rather about a literary conversion. In other -uvords, the Vita
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but Tiuth" (1i5).
As for Boccaccio, who gave his major work in vernacular both a first
name of Decameron and a family name o{ Prince Galeotto, his implicit
sratemenr is that rhe good and the true lie precisely in the uncertainty
and multiplicity of inlrpretation. One must not yield to the seduction
of rhe individuai srories told by the ten storytellers-hs \M31ns us-but
rather one needs to realize that "contingency is the most essential fearure of all reading" (191).We know that Boccaccio, as the first lecturer
on Dante's Commedia, practiced what amounts to an early version o{ explication de texte of his iiol's work. Yet, Menocal says, Boccaccio provided
his best commentary to Dante's Commedia when he wrote the Decameron,
we
and redefined the fundamental premises of literature by asserting that
can only know partial and contradictory truths. Only in the afterlife will
we be ,t1" ,o .lu.h the total and unerring Truth. It is certainly attractive, in a mildly perverse w,ay, to come to see Boccaccio as the most devout sorr of believer, as Menocal depicts him: one who believes in the
(First day,
grearer Truth, just like Boccaccio's own Abraham the Jew did
7), ir-r spite of ih" i*porribihty for us to see it in human life and its tales'
)vfenocal',s volume engages in a lucid and fruitful dialogue with a
number of provocative rvriters and critics; because of that, it is recommended to all readers who cultivate scholarly interests, from the most
experienced ones to those norv entering the field of comparalive or national literary studies. lt is not often that one has the pleasure of reading
in scope,
a work that is at the same time unin-ipeachably scholarly, ample
enlightening, and rich in humor'

A. M. ]eannet
Franklin andMarshall

